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We discuss the prospect of observing high energy neutrinos from the annihilation or decay of
superheavy relics which are the source of the ultra-high energy cosmic rays. The particle spectrum
from the resulting hadronic jets is described and event rates in neutrino telescopes are calculated.
We show that models are already constrained by the present limits on the high energy neutrino flux
placed by the AMANDA experiment.
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Introduction
Recent measurements of the cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB) and supernovae strongly indicate that our
universe contains a large fraction of cold dark matter
[1{3]. Additionally, the lack of ultra-high energy proton
sources within the so-called GZK radius [4,5] leads us
to search for a semi-local explanation for the observed
cosmic ray events. The existence of annihilating or de-
caying superheavy relic particles have been suggested to
solve both of these problems [6{11].
Numerous other solution to the ultra-high energy cos-
mic ray problem have been proposed. These generally in-
clude exotic particles [12{14], neutrinos with QCD scale
cross sections [15{17], or semi-local astrophysical sources
[18,19]. Although many of these proposals are not ex-
cluded by current experiments, none have been veried.
It is important at this stage to look for ways of verifying
or ruling out these explanations.
One way to test the prospect of superheavy relics is
to search for signals which should be produced in addi-
tion to ultra-high energy protons. Neutrinos, which are
produced more numerously than protons and travel much
greater distances can provide an observable signal in high
energy neutrino telescopes.
Nucleons from Ultra-High Energy Jets
The assumption that nucleons from superheavy relics
are the source of the highest energy cosmic rays normal-
izes their decay or annihilation rate. Although it is pos-
sible that other particles can contribute to this flux, ex-
perimental evidence indicates that photons and neutrinos
can not constitute the majority of observed events [20].
Assuming the decay or annihilation of superheavy relics
of mass mX results in two ultra-high energy jets (each
of energy mX for annihilation or mX/2 for decay), it is
necessary to calculate the spectrum of nucleons produced
in such jets because these are the dominant contribution
to the ultra-high energy cosmic ray flux. Each jet will
fragment into a large number of hadrons. The quark
fragmentation fuction can be parametrized as [21]:
dNH
dx
= Cx−3=2(1− x)2 (1)
Here, x = EHadron/EJet, NH is the number of hadrons
and C=15/16 is a normalization constant determined by
energy conservation. At the energies of our concern, all
flavors of quarks are produced equally. Top quarks imme-
diately decay into bW pairs. Bottom and Charm quarks
decay more slowly and lose energy from hadronization
before decaying to charmed and other hadrons. Light
quark hadrons eventually decay into pions and nucleons.
The injection spectrum of nucleons produced in the jet
is approximately given by [22]:








Here, dnXdt is the number of jets produced per second
per cubic meter. Nq is the number of quarks produced
per jet in the energy range concerned. fN  .03 is the
nucleon fraction in the jet from a single quark [22].
To solve the ultra-high energy cosmic ray problem, this
flux must match the observed events above the GZK cut-
o. These observations indicate on the order of 10−27
events m−2s−1sr−1GeV−1 in the energy range from the
GZK cuto (51019 eV to 21020 eV) [23,24]. If appro-
priate distributions are used, data from either the HIRES
[23] or AGASA [24] experiment can be explained by de-
cay or annihilation of superheavy dark matter particles.
Figure 1 compares the HIRES data to the spectrum pre-
dicted for an isotropic distribution of 1020 eV hadronic
jets with a factor of 10 overdensity of jets within 20 Mpc
(scale of the galactic cluster). The sudden drop of near
81019 eV is a manisfestation of the GZK cuto. Despite
this, however, there are enough semi-local events to ex-
plain all observed super GZK events. Figure 2 compares
AGASA data to the spectrum predicted using a factor of
100 overdensity of jets within 20 Mpc. Although HIRES
and AGASA data vary signicantly, especially above the
GZK cuto, superheavy dark matter decay or annihila-
tion can provide all of the events observed above the GZK
cuto by either experiment. To produce the flux shown
in gures 1 and 2, dnXdt ’ 1.510−37 and 2.510−37 per
cubic meter per second are needed respectively.
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FIG. 1. The ultra high energy cosmic ray flux predicted
from the decay or annihilation of superheavy dark matter
producing 1021 eV hadronic jets. Also shown with error bars
is the HIRES 1 cosmic ray data. The distribution of hadronic
jets used is isotropic with an over density factor of 10 within
20 Mpc of the galaxy. Note that all observed super GZK
events can be explained by this mechanism.
FIG. 2. The ultra high energy cosmic ray flux predicted
from the decay or annihilation of superheavy dark matter
producing 1021 eV hadronic jets. Also shown with error bars
is the AGASA cosmic ray data. The distribution of hadronic
jets used is isotropic with an over density factor of 100 within
20 Mpc of the galaxy. Note that all observed super GZK
events can be explained by this mechanism.
Cross Sections and Lifetimes for Superheavy
Particles as Dark Matter
If the superheavy relics responsible for these jets are
also the solution to the dark matter problem, then from
recent CMB data [1{3]:
ρX  0.3 ρcritical ’ 0.3 8.45 10−21kg/m3 (3)
Therefore, with the above result, the lifetime of such a






Such a long lifetime is disfavored by ne-tuning argu-
ments, although is not strictly impossible [6,25]. If, how-
ever, the superheavy relics in question were not the ma-
jor dark matter component, this lifetime could be much
shorter.
If instead we consider stable particles which can anni-
hilate with each other, we can calculate their annihilation




σXXvrms ’ 1.5 10−37m−3s−1 (5)




This yields a range of cross sections near the scale of
QCD. A velocity of 400 km/s, for example, would corre-
spond to a annihilation cross section of  1 mb. If the
dark matter were not uniformly distributed, however, but
were distributed in clumps with characteristic densities
of ρclump  Cρmean then the annihilation cross section
would be lowered by a factor of C. For example, if the
density of a typical cluster were 106 times greater than
in an isotropic distribution, annihilation cross sections
would be in the nb range. If superheavy dark matter is
largely isotropic with mb cross sections, however, they
would become gravitationally trapped in the sun and an-
nihilate as described in reference [26].
Neutrinos from Ultra-High Energy Jets
There are many ways neutrinos can be produced in
the jets from superheavy relic annihilation or decay.
First bottom and charm quarks, either from the direct
fragmentation or from decay of heavier quarks, decay
semileptonically about 10% of the time. Secondly, the
cascades of hadrons eventually produce mostly pions.
About a third of these pions will be charged and decay
into neutrinos [22]. Furthermore, top quarks produced in
the jets decay nearly 100% of the time to bW. The W
bosons then decay semileptonically approximately 10%
of the time to each neutrino species. The neutrino spec-











The bottom quarks produced, as well as those b’s pro-
duced in the original framentation, decay to charmed
hadrons with about 10% of those decays being semilep-
tonic to each species. Bottom quarks produce a neutrino








(1− 3x2 + 2x3) (8)
where Ed is the energy after hadronization (Ed ’ .73
E) and x=E/Ed. Note that contribution from τ and µ
decays enhances the spectrum of muon and electron neu-
trinos by less than 10% in the interesting energy ranges
and will be neglected.
Charmed hadrons decay to lighter quark hadrons, also
about 10% of the time semileptonically. The neutrino
spectrum from charmed quarks is slightly dierent than









− 3x2 + 4
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x3) (9)
Ed is again the energy after hadronization (Ed ’ .58 E).
Combining these results with the jet fragmentation
function, we can arrive at a neutrino spectrum from









for each flavor of heavy quark. The resulting neutrino
spectrum from each heavy flavor contribution is shown
in Figure 3.
Light quark hadrons, from initial fragmentation as well
as from the decay of heavy quarks, eventually decay into
pions. Whereas neutral pions predominantly produce
photons, charged pions produce neutrinos and charged





















Using fN ’ .03 and dnXdt ’ 1.5 10−37, this becomes:












for each species of neutrino. Nq is the number of quarks
produced in the fragmentation in the energy range of
interest. The spectrum of neutrinos produced from a
single 1012 eV jet is shown in Figure 3.
To obtain the neutrino flux, we multiply the injection
spectrum by the typical distance traveled by a neutrino
and the rate per volume for hadronic jets which we calcu-
lated earlier. Neutrinos, not being limited by scattering,
travel up to the age of the universe at the speed of light
( 3000 Mpc in an Euclidean approximation). A random
cosmological distribution of superheavy relics provides an
average distance between 2000 and 2500 Mpc. Consid-
ering an average neutrino emitted from superheavy relic
annihilation or decay has been traveling less than this
far, we conservativly use R  1500 Mpc. The predicted
neutrino flux is shown in gure 4. Note that this flux is
signicantly higher than the present limits placed by the
AMANDA experiment [31]. Also shown are the projected
limits for future AMANDA data and the ICECUBE ex-
periments.
FIG. 3. The neutrino injection spectrum per neutrino
species for a single 1021 eV jet. The solid, dotted, dashed
and dot-dashed lines are neutrinos from pions, bottom quarks,
charmed quarks and top quarks respectively. Note that pion
and bottom decays dominate the signal at the highest en-
ergies and pion decay alone dominates at intermediate and
lower energies.
Gamma Rays from Ultra-High Energy Jets
Gamma rays produced in cosmological ultra-high en-
ergy jets scatter o the cosmic microwave background
(CMB) and are degraded in energy. Limits on some
scenerios can come from the experimental limit on 200
MeV gamma rays. It has been shown that particles from
GUT scale jets, when used to explain the ultra-high en-
ergy cosmic ray spectrum, can interact with the CMB
and cascade into a spectrum which exceeds this observa-
tional limit [28]. For jets of 1021 eV, however, this flux
is moded.




where the fragmentation function is proportional to Eq.
For the evolution described in this paper, the lower en-
ergy allows the flux to evade experimental limits by al-
most two orders of magnitude.
Alternately, TeV-GeV gamma rays from semi-local su-
perheavy dark matter decay or annihilation could be a
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possible signature for some dark matter distributions.
Experiments such as MILAGRO [29] and GLAST [30]
could potentially search for this signature.
Event Rates in High Energy Neutrino Tele-
scopes
The number of events in a high energy neutrino tele-
scope is the convolution of the neutrino flux and the prob-





P!(E) is an increasing function with energy vary-
ing from  10−6 near 1 TeV to 10−2 near 100 PeV. This
calculation yields more than 100 events per year between
1 TeV and 100 GeV and about 1000 events per year be-
tween 1 PeV and 1 TeV in AMANDA. Additionally, hun-
dreds of super-PeV events are predicted per year. The
lack of any observation corresponding to such fluxes in-
dicate that it would be unlikely that ultra-high energy
hadronic jets could entirely produce the observed cosmic
ray flux without some method of suppressing the accom-
panying neutrino spectrum. For a review of Cherenkov
neutrino telescopes see references [31,32].
FIG. 4. The muon neutrino flux from the decay of 1021
eV superheavy relics or annihilation of 2 × 1021 eV super-
heavy relics normalized to the highest energy cosmic rays is
shown. The dotted lines shown are the experimental diuse
flux limits from present AMANDA data, projected AMANDA
data (2001) and projected ICECUBE data. These limits are
E2 dN
dE
≤ 9× 10−7, 9× 10−8 and 5× 10−9 GeV cm−2s−1sr−1
respectively.
At this point, it is important to point out the sizeable
amount of uncertainty introduced in these calculations.
Jets of the energies being discussed have not been stud-
ied in colliders and may not be fully understood at this
time. If new physics exists between Standard Model en-
ergies and ultra-high cosmic ray energies (and it almost
assuredly does!) the fragmentation functions will be al-
tered accordingly. Additionally, the distribution of su-
perheavy relics in the universe, the mass of superheavy
relics and other factors contribute to the uncertainty of
these results. The event rates and fluxes presented here
are intended only to demonstrate that observable rates of
high energy neutrinos are likely to accompany ultra-high
energy cosmic rays produced in jets from the annihilation
or decay of superheavy relics.
There are some factors which may lower (or raise) the
predicted flux calculated in this paper. If dark matter is
distributed in clumps, rather than smoothly, or if other
density fluxuations exist, annihilation and decay rates
could be signicantly eected. There are undoubtedly
other factors which could be used to explain the lack of
an observed neutrino signal as well. If the most natural
cases are considered, however, it appears that the flux
which should be produced by this mechanism should be
observable by the AMANDA experiment.
It is also important to realize that, qualitativly, this
result applies not only to superheavy dark matter parti-
cles, but to a variety of astrophysical sources. Any source
of ultra-high energy cosmic rays produced in hadronic
jets will yield qualitativly similar neutrino fluxes to those
shown in this paper. These sources include, but are not
limited to primordial black holes [33,34] and topological
defects [35{37].
Conclusions
If decaying or annihilating superheavy relics are the
source of the highest energy cosmic rays, then a high en-
ergy neutrino flux should accompany the observed cosmic
ray flux. This neutrino flux will be much higher than the
flux of nucleons due to the much greater mean free path of
neutrinos and greater multiplicity of neutrinos produced
in high energy hadronic jets.
This paper shows that this neutrino flux should be ex-
pected to result in thousands of very high energy events
(TeV-PeV scale) per year in existing neutrino telescopes
such as AMANDA. Such experiments can be useful in
determining the nature of the highest energy cosmic rays
and in solving the dark matter problem.
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